ENERGY SAVING WINDOW FILMS

S LAR CONTROL

Overview

Managing Solar Heat Gain - Solar Control Window Film
With an ever increasing need to achieve outstanding energy efficiency within buildings without compromising levels of
natural daylight, Solar Control Window Film offers the ideal solution. Its very low total heat gain and very high light
transmission maximise the thermal comfort and aesthetics of a working or living environment.
In winter, the fact that glass allows the sun’s heat as well as light into a building can be beneficial but during the summer
months, without solar control, it can become uncomfortably hot. By applying Solar Control Window Film, the energy
performance of a window can be dramatically improved. During the summer months, up to 79% of solar heat energy can
be rejected resulting in a more comfortable environment for the occupants with reduced hot-spots and uneven
temperatures throughout the room. At the same time you can avoid the need for darkening blocking systems such a blinds
or shutters that stop the natural light, impair the view and can increase the cost of internal lighting.
Through the application of Solar Control Window Films, you can reduce the heat load on a building and as a result limit the
energy consumption from air conditioning systems.

Protection From UV Rays

Solar Control Window Film blocks up to 99% of harmful ultra violet light which contributes to the premature fading of
carpets, furniture and fittings. Occupants will also benefit from the blocking of dangerous UV rays.

Glare Reduction And Eye Discomfort

Strong light can be a big problem, especially for screen users (computer screens, televisions etc). Solar Control Window
Films can reduce eye strain by significantly reducing the bright glare from the sun yet still allowing the good natural
sunlight to enter, keeping the room light and airy.

Managing Heat Loss - Low E (Solar And Insulating) Window Film

This special film offers year round energy savings! It provides all the benefits of Solar Control Window Film during the
summer months with the added benefit of a reduction in heat loss during the winter months. The film contains a low
emissive layer designed to reflect up to 69% of the radiant heat back into the room, helping to keep it comfortably warm
and energy efficient in the winter. Applying Low E Window film is an ideal and cost effective way to improve the energy
performance of single glazed windows in older buildings.

Installation

Energy Saving Window Film is installed professionally on residential homes and commercial buildings. Installation is clean
and hassle free. The film is applied to the interior side of the window and most windows can be filmed within 20 minutes
with minimal or no disruption to building or household occupants.

Managing Solar Heat Gain
How Solar Control Window Film Reduces Heat Gain In The Summer:
WITHOUT SOLAR CONTROL WINDOW FILM
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100% Solar Energy

5% Absorbed by the glass

Summer

Excessive solar heat enters the
building causing overheating.
The air conditioning system starts
working overtime to cool the room,
increasing your energy costs.

All-Seasons

UV rays will pass through the glass
which are largely responsible for the
fading of colours and degradation
of materials (for more information
see Protection From Damaging
Sunlight).

87% Transmitted into the building

Bright glare will enter the room.
With an increasing number of
people working at computers, glare
can be a major year-round problem
affecting concentration and
productivity. Bright glare can also
cause eye strain.

Figure 1 Summer solar heat gain through a 6mm clear glazed window without Solar Control Window Film

WITH SOLAR CONTROL WINDOW FILM

74% Reflected away
100% Solar Energy

Summer

Solar Control Window Films can
give excellent protection against
the sun‘s heat and make the
working or living environment in
rooms more comfortable. They can
reduce up to 79% of the solar
energy. This means your air
conditioning system can work more
efficiently, reducing your energy
costs.

All-Seasons

Up to 99% of the damaging UV rays
will be blocked, helping to protect
valuable home or office furnishings
from fading.
5% Absorbed by the glass

21% Transmitted into the building

Solar Control Window films filter
out up to 75% of glare from the sun,
helping to reduce eye strain on
screen users.

Figure 2 A reduction in solar heat gain when Solar Control Window Film is applied to the window

Solar Control Window Film is designed for use on the inside surface of windows. Unlike other sun control solutions, this
film reflects the sun’s rays while allowing optical clarity to be maintained, improving the positive qualities of glass. At the
same time, you can avoid the need for darkening blocking systems such a blinds or shutters that stop the natural light,
impair the view and can increase the cost of internal lighting. There are many different types of film available, ranging
from Silver 20 (basic mirror effect) up to Prestige 70. Prestige 70 is barely visible when applied to the window and has no
unwanted internal or external mirror effect - this leaves the building appearance unchanged. Solar Control Window Film
is a cost-efficient way to keep your windows transparent but provide the aforementioned benefits.

Protection From Damaging Sunlight
Window Films Help Protect Your Home From Damaging Sunlight

Both financially and emotionally, you’ve made a tremendous investment in your home. Once that investment is made, the
next step is keeping it looking beautiful. Unfortunately, fabrics, wallpaper, natural wood floors, photos and other valuables
will fade when unfiltered sun shines through your windows.

The cause of fading:
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As a general rule of thumb, Ultra Violet (UV Rays) is approximately 40% of the cause, Visible Sunlight is about 25% and Solar
Heat about 25%. The remaining 10% can be attributed to humidity, pollutants, interior lights, dye stability, and more.

Window Films Address The Three Major Causes Of Fading

Energy Saving Window Films are designed to reduce the effects of solar heat and visible light on your furnishings and will
block up to 99% of the sun’s harmful ultraviolet rays, which are the single largest cause of fading. Depending on the film
you chose, you can enjoy up to a 79% reduction in the sun’s heat. While no film can stop fading completely, our films
dramatically slow the progress of fading to keep your home looking beautiful.

Managing Heat Loss
How Low E Window Film Reduces Heat Loss In The Winter:
84% of the radiant heat is re-radiated to the
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Figure 1 Winter radiant heat loss through a 6mm clear glazed window without Low E Window Film
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Excessive solar heat enters the
building causing overheating. The
air conditioning system starts
working overtime to cool the room,
increasing your energy costs.
UV rays will pass through the glass
which are largely responsible for the
fading of colours and degradation
of materials (for more information
see Protection From Damaging
Sunlight).
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During the heating season, the
glass absorbs 84% of the radiant
heat, most of which is lost to the
outdoors. Likewise, only 16% of the
radiant heat is reflected back into
the room, increasing your heating
energy costs.

All-Seasons
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31% of the radiant heat is re-radiated to the
outside of the building
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Figure 2 A reduction in winter radiant heat loss when Low E Window Film is applied to the window

When Low E Window Film is
applied to the interior side of the
window (emissivity of 0.31), only
31% of the room’s radiant heat is
absorbed by the glass and lost
outdoors - 69% is reflected back
into the room, resulting in heating
energy savings.

Summer

Low E Window Films can give
excellent protection against the
sun‘s heat and make the working
or living environment in rooms
more comfortable. They can reduce
up to 75% of the solar energy (see
Managing Solar Heat Gain).

All-Seasons

Up to 99% of the damaging UV rays
will be blocked, helping to protect
valuable home or office furnishings
from fading.

Low E Window Films work much in the same way as Solar Control Films except that they offer an increased performance
against cold weather heat loss. The metal coating on these films reflect more of the interior room heat back into the room
where it is needed - this improves personal comfort by reducing cold spots near windows. Unlike other sun control
solutions, this film reflects the sun’s rays while allowing optical clarity to be maintained, improving the positive qualities of
glass. The need for darkening blocking systems can be avoided, such as blinds or shutters that stop the natural light,
impair the view and can increase the cost of internal lighting. Even distribution of the sun’s rays effectively reduces the
effect of glare, benefiting screen users. Low E Window Film is a cost-efficient way to keep your windows transparent but
provide the aforementioned benefits.

Frequently Asked Questions
Why do commercial customers have Energy Saving Window Films applied to their buildings?
Lower heating and cooling operating costs
Improved occupant comfort
Improved aesthetics, uniform appearance
Extended air conditioning equipment life
Valued alternative to adding more air conditioning equipment

What is the typical energy pay back for Solar Control Window Films?

Simple paybacks will vary depending upon the amount of sunlit glass exposure, the type of film, the type of glass, energy cost, cost of
application, and other variables. However, paybacks often range in the 2-5 year period, with some reported to be
even less than 6 months.

How is Energy Saving Window Film applied?

Energy Saving Window Film is installed professionally on residential homes and commercial buildings. All of our films are
designed to be applied to the inside of your glass.
The first step is to prepare the window area for the application; placing drop cloths on the floor protecting and/or moving
furniture where necessary.
Next, the window glass is cleaned using simple cleaning solutions (often water and ammonia) and razor blade scrapers.
Then the film is sprayed with a slip solution (detergent and water) for proper positioning and applied to the window glass.
Using a professional grade squeegee and following proper techniques, the application is completed by removing excess
water, trimming the edges, and a final squeegee technique to dry the edges.

How long does it take for Energy Saving Window Films to dry?

We suggest allowing thirty days for the film to fully dry and cure. During this curing process, it is normal to have small
water bubbles and/or a hazy appearance. These will disappear as the film dries; depending upon the film type and weather
conditions, drying may take as much as 30 (or even 45) days, or as little as a few days. Once dried, our Window Films will
look great and perform for many years to come.

How long do Energy Saving Window Films last?

Energy Saving Window Films are made to last for many years. The exact length of time depends upon the type of film
applied, window orientation, type of glass it is applied to and the particular climate in which it is applied. Most applications
last well beyond the warranty length.

What is the warranty for your Energy Saving Window Films?

Our Window Films are warranted to maintain their solar properties without bubbling, peeling or cracking. Many of our
films are warranted against discolouration, too (those which do not use dyed polyesters). Should the product be proved
to be defective, we will replace the film and provide the re-application labour free of charge.

Will Energy Saving Window Films stop my furnishings from fading?

Nothing completely stops fading. Our Window Films are designed to help reduce the major causes of fading (ultra violet
light, visible light, and solar heat), thus prolonging the life of your furnishings, perhaps as much as two to five times. Keep
in mind the article(s) to be protected; if they have a typical life of five years then they may last ten years to much longer
depending on the performance of the film selected. However, if the typical life is only 2-3 weeks, then the expectation
should be expressed in terms of months.

How do I keep the Window Film clean?

Our Window Films may be cleaned 30 days after installation using ordinary window cleaning agents and avoiding the use
of abrasive particles. Do not use rough sponges, cloths or brushes. Synthetic sponges, soft wipes or rubber squeegee
cleaners are recommended.

What range of Energy Saving Window Films do you offer?
Sun Control Film Silver 20: This film can give excellent protection against the sun‘s heat and make the working or living
environment in rooms more comfortable. It can reduce up to 79% of the sun’s energy and 99% of the UV rays.
Sun Control Film Night Vision 15, 25, 35: These films have a very low internal reflection, especially at dawn and night. This
specific feature prevents a mirror effect at night and make these films perfect for conservatory and buildings with a nice
view.
Sun Control Film Prestige 70: This film is barely visible when applied to the window and has no unwanted internal or
external mirror effect - this leaves the building appearance unchanged.
Sun Control Film Amber 35 Low E: This film combines sun protection in the summer and insulation in the winter.

About Us
Icecap Cooling Ltd provides the complete cooling and energy efficiency solution for clients in the industrial, commercial
and residential sectors. The company is structured to enable the delivery of a wide range of services and specialises in the
field of sustainable and renewable technologies.

Our Service Portfolio Includes
Air conditioning System - design, installation, service & maintenance
Heat Pump System - design, installation, service & maintenance
Refrigeration System - design, installation, service & maintenance
Refrigeration System Optimisation
EPBD Air conditioning Inspections
F Gas Regulation Inspections
Solar Control - installation of energy saving window films

Icecap Cooling Ltd

Unit A23
Cheethams Mill Industrial Park
Park Street
Stalybridge
Cheshire
SK15 2BT
Tel: 0161 3040111
Email: enquiries@icecapcooling.com
Web: www.icecapcooling.com

